
Chapter One 
Sounds and segments 
 
 1.1 Introduction 
It is a commonly held view that speech consists of sounds: morphemes, words, phrases and 
sentences are thought of as made up of a series of sounds, one following the other. Speakers 
of English will readily agree that a word such as plot starts with the sound [S], which is 
followed by [O], then the vowel [c], and ends with a [W] sound. Likewise, speakers of  French 
are not likely to object to the word  garder ‘look after’ being recorded as [JDÇ�GH], and 
speakers of Icelandic will find nothing strange about bráðum ‘soon’ being transcribed as 
[ �SUDX:'<P]. Phonetic transcription, just like the alphabetic writing systems on which it is 
modelled, encourages the view that speech consists of individual, separate or discrete sounds 
strung together in much the same way as beads on a string. Although there exist non-
alphabetic orthographies which do not necessarily impose this view, phonetic transcription, 
which is believed to be an objective record of pronunciation, leaves no doubt as to the 
divisibility of speech into small chunks called sounds; within this system of recording speech, 
separate symbols are available for what are regarded as sufficiently different sound units. The 
procedure whereby words are divided into smaller units is called segmentation.  
  Phonetic transcription was originally devised to remove ambiguities that conventional 
spelling systems could not cope with: in English what is spelt wind can be pronounced [Z,QG] 
or [ZD,QG], depending upon the meaning, while lower can be either [O�8�] or [OD8�], again 
with different meanings; conversely, the same phonetic chunk [±1] is spelt as differently as 
ang and ingue in bang and meringue respectively, while what is phonetically [6X:] can be 
spelt - depending on the word that is intended - either shoe or choux. Although English offers 
probably an extreme example of the discrepancy between sounds and spelling, arguably all 
languages which have an orthography display some orthographic departures from a consistent 
one-letter-one-sound and one-sound-one-letter model. The system of phonetic transcription, 
which is intended to overcome the various ambiguities, adopts the basic mechanism of any 
orthographic convention, as it embraces the assumption that speech is segmentable, with 
vowels and consonants following each other in different arrangements. The intuitive 
recognition of the segmentable nature of speech is thus reinforced by the linguistic tradition of 
phonetic transcription. 
 Speakers’ intuitions and traditional orthography find support in the way the segmented 
chunks of sound function in languages. It is frequently the case that by replacing one sound by 
another we obtain different words; a substitution test of this kind shows that speech does 
indeed consist of segments or significant sounds which can be called independent sound units 
of the language. Consider the following set of English words: 
[1] 

met [PHW]  net [QHW]  pet [SHW] 
bet [bet]  let [OHW]  set [VHW] 
get [JHW]  vet [YHW]  debt [GHW]  
het [KHW]  yet [MHW]  wet [ZHW] 
jet [G=HW] 
 

In all these words there is a chunk which is repeated, i.e. [HW], and an initial consonant which 
differs in every case. Since we are dealing with separate words, the initial segment must be 
regarded as the first independent unit of the word. If we replace the vowel [H] by the 
diphthong [DL], in several cases the result is an existing English word: 
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[2] 
 might [PD,W]  night [QD,W]  bite [ED,W] 
 light [OD,W]  site/sight [VD,W] white/Wight [ZD,W]  
 
 to which others  may be added: 
[3] 
 kite [ND,W]  fight [ID,W]  rite/right [UD,W] 
 tight [WD,W]  (in)dict [GD,W] 
 
  
 Finally, while maintaining the first two segments we can replace the last consonant in 
the words: 
[4]  
 Meg [PHJ]  men [PHQ]  mess [PHV] 
 met [PHW] 
 
 It is also possible to omit the consonant preceding the vowel [5a] or the one following 
it [5b], e.g.:  
[5] 
a. ate [HW]   egg, [HJ]  Ed [HG] 
 isle [D,O]   aim [H,P]  oak [�8N] 
 earn [ÆhQ]   eel [LhO]   ooze [Xh]] 
b. sigh [VD,]   pie [SD,]  vie [YD,] 
 guy [JD,]   tie [WD,]  rye [UD,] 
 dye/die [GD,]   by/buy [ED,]  lie/lye [OD,]  
 nigh [QD,]   why [ZD,] 
 
 The replacement tests show very clearly that the intuitive division of the words in [1] 
into three segments, confirmed by the transcription, is linguistically real since the language 
exploits the three separate chunks for making different words. Admittedly, it is not the case 
that every possible combination is actually attested as a real word - hence there are gaps - but 
these gaps must be regarded as an accident. The following could be regular words of English 
which just happen not to have found  their way into dictionaries: 
[6] 
 pite/pight [SD,W]   vite [YD,W]  weg [ZHJ] 
 kie [ND,] 
 
 Sound combinations such as those in [6] are referred to as potential words while 
those in [1] - [5] are attested words. This distinction is generally recognised in phonology 
(linguistics) as it reveals an important property of language: it is not a closed system but has 
the potential to expand and develop. 
 Speakers’ intuitions, phonetic transcription and the replacement test all tell the same 
story: speech is segmental, words consist of sequences of units following each other. As we 
will see below, this very simple statement will need to be seriously revised and modified. 
Caution must be exercised in the use of the very notion of speech sound or segment. 
 The popular conviction that speech is segmentable and each word can be broken up 
into a limited number of sounds leads to the conclusion that each language has at its disposal a 
definite number of such sounds which it uses in different combinations. Observation of the 
spoken language shows that this conclusion is very much oversimplified. Phonetic events by 
their very nature are unique; hence, strictly speaking, no two sounds are ever exactly identical 
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even if they are perceived as such by users of the language: there are individual differences 
between speakers as far as their voice quality goes, and even the same speaker on different 
occasions will produce sounds that differ, for example, in loudness. These differences can be 
identified and described by means of the rigorous physical methods of acoustic phonetics but 
they contribute little to the way sounds are used for linguistic purposes. All linguistic practice 
tends to disregard such minute phonetic distinctions, but this means the sounds we speak of 
are in reality not physical but abstract sounds. For practical reasons we continue to use the 
term sounds but it is worth keeping in mind that this is nothing a convenient shortcut.   
 There is a linguistically more relevant difficulty connected with the notion of sounds. 
It is easy to see that what speakers treat as the same sound displays marked differences 
depending on the context in which it appears. Such contextual variability of sounds is found 
in every language; it constitutes one of the areas of interest of phonology. To see what is 
involved in the variation of sounds and how this affects the very notion of a language sound, 
we shall now look at a few examples, starting with a simple case of consonant differences in 
English. 
 
 1.2 Aspiration of plosives in English 
English voiceless plosive consonants - the initial sounds in words like peace, tease, keen - are 
pronounced with a puff of air called aspiration and transcribed by means of the diacritic [K] 
following the plosive: [SKLhV], [WKLh]], [NKLhQ]. No aspiration is found when voiceless plosives 
appear after [V]; as a result we find pairs of very similar consonants: [SK���S], [WK���W], [NK���N]. 
In [7] we list some words differing in the presence or absence of the initial fricative which 
consequently differ slightly as regards the following plosive: 
[7] 
 pain/pane [SKH,Q]  Spain [VSH,Q] 
 teem/team [WKLhP]    steam [VWLhP] 
 key/quay [NKLh]  ski [VNLh]  
 
 English dialects, it should be added, differ considerably with respect to the extent and 
details of this phenomenon. Below we describe the situation found in the variety of southern 
British English known as Received Pronunciation (RP). It should be kept in mind, however, 
that in this dialect, just like in any other, some variation is bound to occur. In general, a 
voiceless plosive before a stressed vowel is accompanied by strong aspiration. As mentioned 
above, no aspiration is found when a plosive appears after [V]. This is shown in [7] where the 
left-hand words begin with an aspirated stop, while the plosives following [V] in the right-
hand column are all pronounced without aspiration. By and large, the same holds true for 
word-internal position as shown in [8a], although phonetic descriptions usually note that 
aspiration before an unstressed vowel is relatively weak. Word-finally the situation is slightly 
more complicated since single plosives may be either aspirated or unaspirated; furthermore, 
the aspiration may be reinforced or even replaced by the glottal stop [�]. A word such as kick 
may be pronounced in any of the following ways: [NK,NK], [NK,N], [NK,�N] or [NK,�]. Assuming 
the careful, perhaps somewhat studied pronunciation with the released plosive, we observe 
that an aspirated plosive after [V] is just as impossible in word-final position [8b] as it is word-
internally [8b] and word-initially. 
[8]   
a. supper [�V¡SK�]   aspen [�±VS�Q] 
 batter [�E±WK�]   pester [�SKHVW�]  
 acorn [�H,NK2hQ]  husky [K¡VNL] 
 
b. hope [K�8SK]   gasp [J$hVS] 
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 hate [KH,WK]   haste [KH,VW] 
 break/brake [EUH,NK]  tusk [WK¡VN] 
 
 Aspirated and non-aspirated plosives are phonetically different as sounds, but in 
English they are felt as being closely related. The question is how to express this relatedness 
in a phonological description.  
 One way of capturing the relatedness of aspirated and non-aspirated plosives in 
English words is to concentrate on the contexts where they appear. Contexts where sounds 
occur are known technically as their distribution . RP requires aspirated plosives in some 
contexts whereas non-aspirated ones must occur in others. The plosives may be viewed as 
associated with specific positions within a word. Thus the position before a stressed vowel 
displays strongly aspirated voiceless plosives; after a stressed vowel, including the word-final 
position, there are weakly aspirated plosives; the postconsonantal position, regardless of 
stress, shows unaspirated voiceless plosives. By adopting this perspective we move away 
from individual sounds and concentrate on what is possible or impossible in specific points or 
positions in a word. 
 It must be added that the very existence and distribution of aspirated plosives is a fact 
about English phonology: there is no particular reason why voiceless plosives should be 
aspirated in the first place  - French, Russian and numerous other languages do not have 
aspirated plosives, and, indeed, some dialects of English itself have no aspiration. Other 
languages aspirate some plosives but not others: in Modern Icelandic, where all plosives are 
uniformly voiceless, some words contain aspirated consonants, whereas others have non-
aspirated ones, and thus aspiration is a property that distinguishes one group of words from 
the other. This gives rise to contrasting pairs such as those in [9]: 
[9] 
 panna [�SKDQhD] ‘frying pan’     banna [�SDQhD] ‘forbid’ 
 tæma [�WKDLhPD] ‘empty, vb.’    dæma [�WDLhPD] ‘judge, vb.’ 
 kola [�NK2hOD] ‘coal, gen. pl.’    gola [�N2hOD] ‘breeze’ 
 
 The distribution of aspirated and non-aspirated plosives varies depending on the 
language. Note that before a following sonorant - liquid or semivowel - aspiration in English 
is not present while the sonorant is partly or completely voiceless. In Icelandic on the other 
hand, aspiration is realised on the plosives also in this context. Word-internally, however, 
when a weakly aspirated plosive follows a nasal or a lateral, these sonorants remain voiced in 
English and the plosive itself may in fact lose its aspiration. In Icelandic, on the other hand, 
instead of the expected aspirated plosives we find non-aspirated ones, while the preceding 
sonorants are partially or completely voiceless. Compare some examples from the two 
languages, noting that a circle under or over a consonantal symbol denotes voicelessness: 
[10] 
 English   Icelandic 
a. plate [SO�H,WK]   plata [�SKODhWKD] ‘disc’ 
 prone [SU��8Q]   prjóna [�SKUMRXhQD] ‘knit’ 
 tulip [�WM�XhO,SK]   tjörn [WKM^UWQ�] ‘lake’ 
 clear [ NO�,�]   klæða [�NKODLh'D] ‘dress, vb.’ 
 
b.  banker [�E±1N(K)�]  bankar [�EDX1�NDU] ‘bank, nom. pl.’ 
 banter [�E±QW(K)�]  panta [�SKDQ�WD] ‘order, vb.’ 
 pamper [�SK±PS(K)�]  lampi [�ODP�S,] ‘lamp’ 
 silky [�V,ON(K)L]   túlkur [WKXO�N<U] ‘interpreter’ 
 filter [I,OW(K)�]   piltur [SK,O�W<U] ‘boy’ 
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 There is an aspect of the appearance of aspiration which we cannot discuss at any 
length here but which is worthy of note: as the English and Icelandic examples indicate, 
aspiration and sonorant devoicing seem to be connected or, in some sense, are really the same 
thing. Where the two languages differ is that in English a sonorant following a plosive is 
voiceless (e.g. plate), while in Icelandic it is a sonorant before a plosive that is voiceless (e.g. 
piltur). In general the existence of a particular property within a language and its distribution 
in the words of the language is subject to language-specific conditions. English plosives are 
aspirated most readily when they precede a vowel and do not follow a consonant, hence 
typically in word-initial and intervocalic position; word-finally, aspiration is subject to 
variation, while aspirated plosives do not occur before voiceless sonorants. Thus, the vocalic 
environment generally favours the appearance of aspiration, while consonantal contexts tend 
to disfavour it. 
 We started by noting that aspirated and non-aspirated plosives are phonetically similar 
but distinct speech sounds. In terms of the structure of English, however, their appearance is 
conditioned by the environment in such a way that where one appears, the other cannot. In 
this sense they are closely associated with specific positions. Below we will look at a few 
more examples of contextually conditioned segmental relatedness, concentrating on the 
factors in the context that determine the specific sound shape of segments. 
 
 1.3 The Muskerry Irish [$���D] alternation 
Consonants in Modern Irish are divided into palatalised and velarised groups. Palatalised 
consonants involve the secondary articulation of raising the front of the tongue towards the 
hard palate; in phonetic transcriptions such palatalised consonants are marked with the 
diacritic [̈ ], e.g.: [S¨��W¨��J¨], a practice we will adopt below. Velarised consonants display a 
secondary articulation whereby the back of the tongue is raised towards the soft palate; this 
property may be marked in transcription by the diacritic [¹], e.g.: [S¹��W¹], but traditionally this 
diacritic is disregarded in order not to overspecify the consonants thereby making the 
transcription cumbersome and cluttered. We will adopt this practice but it should be kept in 
mind that consonants without diacritics are velarised, hence a word such as madra ‘dog’, 
which we transcribe [�P$hG�U�], would appear as [�P¹$hG¹�U¹�] in a detailed or narrow 
transcription. Finally, consonants whose primary articulation is palatal, as [6], or velar, as 
[N��[] cannot have a secondary articulation of palatalisation or velarisation, e.g.: seo [6R] 
‘this’, cá [N$h] ‘where’, chun [[XQ] ‘towards’. 
  In what follows we shall be interested in the relation between consonants and the two 
low vowels - front [a] and back [$] - in West Muskerry variety of southern Irish. The two 
vowels are restricted in their occurrence by the surrounding consonants in ways which are 
quite complex. We will consider only two possibilities, illustrated in the examples below. 
[11] 
a. bagairt [�E$J�UW¨] ‘threat’ 
 capall [�N$S�O] ‘horse’ 
 bás [E$hV] ‘death’ 
 garda [�J$hUG�] ‘policeman’ 
 féileacán [�I¨HhO¨�N$hQ] ‘butterfly’ 
b.  meaig [P¨DJ¨] ‘magpie’ 
 geaitire [�J¨DW¨LU¨L] ‘splinter’ 
 oileáin [��O¨DhQ¨] ‘island, gen. sg.’ 
 geáitse [�J¨DhW¨6�] ‘pose’ 
 milleáin [P¨L�O¨DhQ¨] ‘blame, gen. sg.’ 
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 The first thing we note is that the appearance of a front or a back vowel is independent 
of its length -  as the examples in [11] show, both long and short vowels can be back or front. 
Fundamentally, however, the nature of the vowel which can appear in words of the type 
illustrated in our examples seems to depend on the consonants flanking the vowel. In [11a] 
the back vowel [$] is surrounded by velarised consonants, while in [11b] the front vowel [D] 
appears between palatalised consonants. Since velarised consonants involve the 
superimposition of the raising of the back part of the tongue on the primary articulation, they 
may be classified as back themselves; by the same reasoning palatalised consonants are front,. 
Looking now at the two Irish vowels [D] and [$] we can say that in a back environment, the 
intervening low vowel must itself be back and, conversely, a front vowel is required between 
two consecutive front consonants. This conclusion is strengthened by what might be called 
negative facts: there are no examples of words in this dialect with a back vowel between 
palatalised consonants or a front vowel between velarised consonants. This is to say, 
sequences such as, for example ,*[W¨$W¨] or *[ WDW] are not well-formed and hence inadmissible 
as Muskerry Irish words - in the terminology we introduced above, these are not potential 
words in this dialect. 
 This very simple example is instructive since it casts some initial doubt on the view of 
speech which the notion of the segment entails. Recall that the ordinary assumption which we 
adopted at the outset is that linguistic units, such as words, consist of a series of segments. 
Thus the English word apt consists of three segments transcribed as [±SWK]; since segments 
are separate units we can expect that they should be moveable, and this is indeed something 
which is partly attested in English, where we find the words pat [SK±WK] and tap [WK±SK], 
although, of course, not *[WS±] or *[SW±]. Later on we will find reasons for excluding these 
ways of combining the three segments but even as things are apt, tap, pat show that the three 
segments are independent of each other. If the English situation were the norm, facts such as 
the Irish ones should not arise. However, the facts for the dialect of Irish in question are quite 
unambiguous: no front [D] vowel between back or velarised consonants and no front or 
palatalised consonants flanking the back [$] vowel. If the segments were fully independent, 
there should be nothing unusual or unexpected about front consonants flanking both front and 
back vowels, for instance. This is simply not the case, which shows that segmental 
independence is anything but absolute. As we will see on many occasions below, segments 
are only partially independent of each other in a string and a degree of mutual interaction - or 
interdependence - is to be expected. The nature and degree of the interdependence are 
language-specific properties which contribute to the phonology of that language.  
 The full facts of Muskerry Irish determining the distribution of low vowels are much 
more complex than what we have presented above, since we have only singled out a 
uniformly palatalised or uniformly velarised environment. There are cases of consonant 
disagreement, i.e. cases when the consonants preceding and following a vowel do not belong 
to the same class. We shall not go into further detail here apart from noting that in the case of 
consonant disagreement, the frontness and backness of the vowel is partially unpredictable. 
Thus between a palatalised and a velarised consonant we find both the back vowel, e.g. 
coileán [NL�O¨$hQ] ‘pup’ and the front one, e.g. coimeád [NL�P¨DhG] ‘keep’. If, however, in other 
forms of the words the two consonants are uniform, the quality of the vowel cannot differ 
from them in terms of frontness or backness. A case in point where the two consonants can be 
made uniform involves one of the morphological means found in the language for marking 
the genitive case of nouns, which consists in palatalising the final consonant. As an example 
we can offer two nouns from [11a]: capall [�N$S�O] ‘horse’ and bás  [E$hV] ‘death’, which form 
their genitives as capaill [�N$S�O¨] and báis [E$h6] respectively. Against this background 
consider the following nominative-genitive pairs: 
[12] 
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 coileán [NL�O¨$hQ] ‘pup    coileáin [NL�O¨DhQ¨]  
 Seán [6$hQ] ‘proper name’   Seáin [6DhQ¨]  
 cineál [N¨L�Q¨$hO] ‘species’   cineáil [N¨L�Q¨DhO¨]  
 
 The left-hand column nominatives show the back [$] between consonants differing in 
their palatality-velarity value; the right-hand column genitives have uniformly palatalised 
consonants separated by a front vowel. Thus the genitives conform to the Muskerry Irish 
distributional requirement which disallows uniformly front or back consonants to be split by a 
low vowel of an opposite value. The examples in  [12] illustrate what is traditionally known 
as an alternation: the presence of partially different phonetic chunks of what are otherwise 
the same words. We could say that the word for ‘pup’ has two alternants - [NL�O¨$hQ] and 
[NL�O¨DhQ¨] or that the vowels [$h] and [Dh] alternate in this word. The presence of partially 
different shapes of the same morpheme is quite common  in languages and often offers 
evidence of a prevailing phonological regularity.  
 As another example of alternation revealing the Muskerry Irish vowel-consonant 
uniformity requirement we have been discussing, consider a suffix used to form verbal nouns. 
The suffix -áil forms verbal nouns, in some cases attaching to English stems; it appears in two 
shapes and provides an illustration of alternation. In the examples below we mark the 
boundaries between the stem and the suffix by placing a space before the suffix  
[13] 
a.  fadáil [I��G�$hO¨] ‘delay’ 
 diúgáil [G¨Xh�J�$hO¨] ‘drain’ 
 lódáil [ORh�G�$hO¨] ‘load’ 
 cadragáil [N$GU��J�$hO¨] ‘chatter’ 
b.  tindeáil [W¨LQ�G¨�DhO¨] ‘look after’ 
 graibeáil [JU$�E¨�DhO¨] ‘grab’ 
 ciceáil [N¨L�N¨�DhO¨] ‘kick’  
 déileáil [G¨DL�O¨�DhO¨] ‘deal’ 
 
 In [13a] the verbal noun suffix contains the back vowel, and the surrounding 
consonants differ in their palatality-velarity specification; in [13b], however, where the verbal 
stem ends in a palatalised consonant, the vowel of the suffix is sandwiched between two 
palatalised or front consonants and is itself front. The morpheme marking the verbal nouns 
appears in two alternating shapes - [$hO¨] and [DhO¨], where the nature of the vowel depends on 
the surrounding consonants. It is to be expected that if the final consonant in examples such as 
[13b] were to be made velarised, the preceding vowel should be back as it would no longer 
find itself between two palatalised consonants. This is exactly what is found in a group of 
agentive nouns based on verbal nouns. 
 In the examples below the verbal noun is morphologically turned into an agentive 
noun by means of the suffix [Lh] which is attached to a depalatalised (or velarised) form of the 
verbal noun. Consider a few examples, where the verbal noun suffix is separated from both 
the preceding stem and the following suffix in the transcription: 
[14] 

bóiceáil [ERh�N¨�DhO¨] ‘brag’     bóiceálaí [ERh�N¨�$hO�Lh] ‘braggart’ 
beiteáil [E¨H�W¨�DhO¨] ‘bet’     beiteálaí  [E¨H�W¨�$hO�Lh] ‘one who makes 
         bets, a better’ 
cáibleáil [�N$hE¨�O¨�DhO¨] ‘prevaricate’    cáibleálaí [�N$hE¨�O¨�DhO�Lh] ‘prevaricator’ 
póitireáil [�SRhW¨�U�DhO¨] ‘prepare delicacies’   póitireálaí [�SRhW¨�U�$hO�Lh] ‘one who  
         prepares delicacies’ 
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 The alternation [DhO¨���$hO] in [14] is somewhat different from the alternation [DhO¨��$hO¨] 
that we saw in [13]: in the latter case we found that the verbal noun suffix had different forms 
when attached to different stems, depending on whether the stem ended in palatalised or 
velarised consonants. In [14] on the other hand, the same verbal stem can be followed either 
by [DhO¨] or [$hO], the latter alternant appearing in the derived agentive noun. It is still true that 
between two palatalised consonant we cannot have a back vowel; this is possible only when 
the consonants have a different palatalisation-velarisation value, exactly as in [13a]. Thus the 
vocalic alternations are determined by the context in both sets of examples. In [14] we note 
additionally that the lateral consonants of the verbal noun suffix alternate: [O¨���O]. What is 
significant about the alternation of the laterals is that it does not depend upon the 
neighbouring segments, i.e. in bóiceálaí [O] is followed by a front vowel [Lh], but it is 
velarised. This independence of the laterals of the context is further demonstrated below. 
[15] 
 áil [$hO¨] ‘wish, n.’   ál [$hO] ‘litter, brood’   
 síl [6LhO¨] ‘seed, gen. sg.’  síol [6LhO] ‘id., nom. sg.’ 
 míle [�P¨LhO¨�] ‘thousand’  míola [�P¨LhO�] ‘insect, nom. pl.’ 
 
 The examples show clearly that both the palatalised and the velarised lateral 
consonant can appear in the same context, irrespective of what follows or precedes, if 
anything. The two consonants are thus independent segments. The alternations of the laterals 
in [14] cannot be connected with the environment and thus will not be regarded as belonging 
to phonology proper. The phenomenon of alternations, viewed in a general way as the 
appearance of  different shapes of the same morpheme, is only partially controlled by the 
phonology of the language. Numerous cases have to be subsumed by morphology or the 
lexicon. In English, for example, we find alternants such as sing-sang-sung-song 
[V,1���V±1���V¡1���V21] or clear-clar(ity) [NO,�����NO±U(�WL)]; the appearance of a given alternant 
is not determined by the phonological context, hence such alternations are not the domain of 
phonology. Whether a given alternation is phonological or non-phonological cannot be 
determined in advance but must form part of the study of a specific language. We will now 
look at what is phonetically an almost identical alternation between laterals as that found in 
Irish, but whose function is very different. The language in question is English. 
 
 1. 4 Dark and clear [O] in RP English 
Most dialects of British English contain a velarised lateral, non unlike the Irish consonant 
discussed above. It is known by the traditional tag of dark l and transcribed narrowly as [�]; 
just like the sound in Irish it is pronounced with a raising of the back part of the tongue 
towards the velum imposed on the primary alveolar lateral articulation. The so-called clear l, 
transcribed [O], is pronounced without such secondary articulation; it differs little from the 
Muskerry Irish palatalised lateral. The distinction between clear and dark l is characteristic of 
RP in particular; it is totally absent from American English, which predominantly displays 
only the velarised lateral in all positions, or from Hiberno-English which, in turn, admits only 
the non-velarised lateral. RP not only has the dark and clear laterals, but it also displays 
alternations involving these sounds. 
 The distribution of the two lateral sounds is illustrated in  [16] for clear [l] and in [17] 
for the dark one. 
[16] 
 light [OD,WK]  loom [OXhP]  London [�O¡QG�Q]   
 Dublin [�G¡EO,Q] allow [��OD8]   hilarious [K,�OH�U,�V] 
 belly [�EHOL]  fillip [ I,O,SK]  pillow [ �SK,O�8] 
 brilliant [�EU,OM�QW] failure [�IH,OM�]  tell us [�WKHO¡V] 
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 all over [2h�O�8Y�] cool and calm [�NKXhO�Q�NK$hP] 
[17] 

file [ID,�]  rule [UXh�]  dull [G¡�] 
dullness [�G¡�Q�V] help [KH�S]  filter [ �I,�WK�] 
dangle [G±1J�C] always [�2h�Z,]] Salisbury [�V2h�]EUL] 
Hilton [�K,�WQC]  gamble [J±PE�C] belfry [�EH�IUL]. 

 
 An inspection of the examples reveals a few striking regularities. First of all, the dark 
lateral never appears at the beginning of the word but is found word-internally before a 
consonant or at the end of a word. This is not to say that the clear [O] cannot find itself at the 
end of a word but this only happens when the next word begins with a vowel, e.g. all over. 
Additionally, the next word must be closely linked with the preceding one - if a major 
syntactic boundary separates the words, the first has the dark [l], e.g. in Bill, a student the 
name is normally pronounced [E,�]. The clear sound also appears word-internally before a 
vowel - whether the preceding segment is a vowel, e.g. pillow or a consonant, e.g. Dublin is 
irrelevant. In fact, the clear lateral appears almost exclusively before a vowel, the only 
consonantal exception being [M], e.g. brilliant;  the remaining contexts, which embrace the 
word-final and the preconsonantal positions, display [�].  
 As might be expected, alternations of the two laterals are frequently encountered. 
[18] 
 gamble [J±PE�C@ gambling [�J±PEO,1]  gambler [�J±PEO�] 
 fail [IH,�]  fail it [ �IH,O,W]   failure [�IH,OM�] 
 oil [2,�]  oily [ �2,OL]   oil on troubled waters [2,O] 
 dull [G¡�]  dullest [�G¡O,VW]   dull as ditch-water [G¡O] 
 
 These alternations emerge as a result of the different lexical and syntactic 
modifications which change the environment following the lateral. In every case, however, 
the factors controlling the distribution are easy to define: the clear [O] appears before a vowel 
(and [M]), the dark [�] occupies all remaining positions. It can be said that the distribution of 
the laterals is complementary: each of the two sounds occupies a position which 
complements the positions occupied by the other sound. Alternatively, we can say that the 
prevocalic position is reserved for the clear [O], while the preconsonantal and word-final 
position can be filled by the dark [�]. On this interpretation the two sounds are related in that 
they are phonetically similar but attached to different positions.   
 
 1.5 Voicedness of fricatives in Old and Modern English 
We will now look at anterior spirants in two periods of English separated by over a thousand 
years: Old and Present-Day English. These are the sounds transcribed [I��Y��7��'��V��]], and 
although they appear in both periods of the history of the language, their position in the 
structure of the language is markedly different. Consider first some examples of the fricatives, 
also called spirants, in Old English words. 
[19] 
[I]  findan [�ILQGDQ] ‘find’    IR#W [IRhW] ‘foot’ 
 sceaft [6DIW] ‘creation’   ZL#I [ZLhI] ‘wife’ 
  wulf [ZXOI] ‘wolf’    lyffettan  [ �O\IhHWhDQ] ‘flatter’ 
[Y] wulfes [�ZXOYHV] ‘wolf, gen. sg.’  giefan [�MHYDQ] ‘give’  
 earfo' [�±DUYR7] ‘work’    nifol [ �QLYRO] ‘dark’ 
 ±#fen [�±hYHQ] ‘evening’ 
[7] þegn [7HMQ] ‘nobleman, thane’  þàH#RG [7HhRG] ‘nation’ 
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 b±' [E±7] ‘bath’     I\#Oþ[I\hO7] ‘filth’ 
 sce''an [�6H7hDQ] ‘harm’ 
['] b±'e [�E±'H] ‘bath, dat. sg.’   F\#'DQ [�N\h'DQ] ‘make known’ 
 weor'an [�ZHRU'DQ]‘become’   hoðma [�KR'PD] ‘darkness’ 
[V] sellan [�VHOhDQ] ‘give’   spor [VSRU] ‘trail, spoor’ 
 bletsian [�EOHWVLDQ] ‘bless’    SUH#RVW [SUHhRVW] ‘priest’ 
 O±#VVD [�O±hVhD] ‘less’ 
[]] wesan [�ZH]DQ] ‘be’   FH#RVDQ [�W6HhR]DQ] ‘choose’ 
 KD#VHV [�KDh]HV] ‘hoarse, gen. sg.’   horsum [�KRU]XP] ‘horse, dat. pl.’ 
 ZL#VH [�ZLh]H@ ‘wisely’�
�
 An inspection of the data shows some striking restrictions on the occurrence of voiced 
and voiceless spirants. Thus at the beginning and the end of words only voiceless consonants 
are possible - no Old English word can start with [v] or []] for instance. When long (the term 
geminate is generally used) the fricatives are invariably voiceless, hence ['h] is not found. 
(This is completely independent of how the sounds are spelt - in Old English manuscripts 
there are interchangeable spellings for the spirants: þeod or ðeod, sceððan or sceþþan.) It is 
clear that spirants are voiced when single - nongeminate -  and surrounded by voiced 
segments, most frequently by vowels. The intervocalic position is the primary site where 
voiced spirants appear  and from which the voiceless ones are banned; furthermore, voiced 
fricatives are not admitted in other environments. One may say, then, that the voiced and 
voiceless spirants are associated with specific positions in the word. Thus, from the point of 
view of the structure of the language they are not unlike the dark and clear lateral in the 
dialects of Modern English which have this distinction; in the same way that the clear [O] 
requires a following vocalic element, the voiced Old English spirants need to be surrounded 
by vowels. Also, just like in Modern English where alternations between clear and dark 
laterals are found (e.g. sail - sailor), a by-product of the Old English spirant distribution is the 
presence of partially different forms of what is the same morpheme, e.g.: 
[20] 
 VR#'�>VRh7@�
WUXWK
��� �VR#'H [�VRh'H] ‘truly’ 
 wulf [ZXOI] ‘wolf’    wulfas [ �ZXOYDV] ‘wolves’ 
 ZL#V [ZLhV] ‘wise’  ZL#VH [�ZLh]H] ‘wisely’ 
 
 The appearance of the spirants is completely predictable: in the intervocalic position 
we only find the voiced ones, while word-initially and word-finally it is exclusively the 
voiceless ones that can appear. Although we have simplified the facts somewhat by restricting 
ourselves to anterior consonants only, it is legitimate to say that the voicedness of spirants is 
conditioned by the phonological environment in Old English. 
 In Present-Day English the distribution of the same spirants differs in some interesting 
ways. First of all, members of the [V�]] and [I�Y] pairs can independently appear word-
initially, word-internally and word-finally, as shown below. 
[21] 
a. sing [V,1] zing [],1];  
 fine [ID,Q]  vine [YD,Q] 
b. messy [�PHVL]  busy [�E,]L] 
 beefy [�ELhIL] beaver [�ELhY�] 
c.  bus [E¡V]  buzz [E¡]] 
 leaf/lief [OLhI]  leave [OLhY] 
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 In Old English, initially and finally we can only have voiceless spirants, while in 
Present-Day English both types of consonants are possible; similarly, while intervocalically 
voiceless spirants were not admitted in Old English, they are found in that position today. It 
thus seems that the restrictions imposed on the Old English spirants have been relaxed or that 
the voiced and voiceless consonants have grown independent of each other. However, the 
independence is not mechanical or absolute; leaving aside for the moment the interdental 
spirants [7�'], let us note that the voiced spirants [Y��]], although enjoying more leeway as 
compared to their Old English predecessors, are still restricted. The voiceless spirants, both in 
Old and Present-Day English, can be followed by other consonants, e.g.:  
[22] 

IOR#G [IORhG] ‘tide’    flood [IO¡G] 
fretan [�IUHWDQ] ‘devour’   frog [IUcJ] 
swefan [VZHYDQ] ‘sleep’   sweet [VZLhW] 
strengu [�VWUH1JX] ‘strength’   strength [VWUH17] 

 
 Although unlike Old English the voiced spirants can appear initially today, they still 
cannot be followed by other consonants, i.e. nothing like *[]U21] is possible in Modern 
English. Admittedly, there is a handful of words like vroom, Vladimir, Zbig but they are either 
extremely rare and unusual or strongly felt to be borrowings, hence ultimately exceptional. 
The freedom to combine with other consonants that the voiceless spirants show has not been 
extended to their voiced counterparts. 
 On the other hand the voice contrast has been extended in modern English to include 
also the palatal spirant. While in Old English the palatal spirant [6] was quite common in all 
three positions, i.e. initially VFX#U [6XhU] ‘downpour, shower’, medially fiscere [�IL6HUH] 
‘fisherman’, and finally disc [GL6] ‘dish’, there was no voiced palatal spirant [=] at all. In this 
sense the emergence in Present-Day English of [=] in words like treasure [�WUH=�], vision 
[ �Y,=�Q],  rouge [UXh=] broadens the list of spirants existing in the language. Note that medially 
we can have either the voiced spirant as in treasure [�WUH=�], pleasure [�SOH=�] or the voiceless 
one as in fissure [�I,6�], mission [ �P,6�Q]. However, both the voiceless and the voiced spirants 
are extremely limited in their ability to combine with other consonants. [6] can be readily 
followed only by [U] in native words, e.g.: shrewd [6UXhG], shriek [6ULhN], while its voiced 
congener cannot be followed by any other consonant; additionally, initial [=] is found only 
marginally, e.g. genre [�=cQU�]. The case of the [6���=] distinction in Present-Day English is 
instructive as it shows that the phonological potential of a segment is not exhausted by its 
ability to appear in specific contexts; even if two segments can find themselves in the same 
environment, they can display marked differences in their combinability with other segments.  
 Another difference becomes apparent when we look at the length of consonants: in 
Old English it was possible for voiceless spirants to be long, i.e. to appear as geminates - 
recall lyffettan, sce''an, l±ssa in [19]. This option is no longer available in Modern English 
where long or geminate consonants only arise as a result of combining words, e.g. bus stop. 
Thus Present-Day English has certain possibilities which were not available in Old English 
(opposition of voiced and voiceless spirants of the rise [UD,]]-rice [UD,V] type), but it lacks 
others that used to be there (geminate spirants). The status of a segment as a phonological unit 
follows not only from its dependence on or independence of the environment, but also from 
its ability to combine with other segments. As a further example consider now the two 
interdental spirants [7��'] in Modern English; in contrast to the Old English situation where 
the voiced one only occurred in a voiced context, the current distribution of the two spirants is 
more complex. 
  In internal or intervocalic position both interdental spirants can be found [23a-b], 
which marks a departure from the Old English pattern, where only the voiced spirant was 
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possible [23a-b]; word-finally, where Old English had only the voiceless consonants, there is 
no problem today in finding not only voiceless but also the voiced ones [23c-d]. Consider 
some examples. 
[23] 
a. other [�¡'�]  southern [�V¡'�Q] 
 father [�I$h'�]  weather [�ZH'�] 
 withy [�Z,'L]  bother [�Ec'�] 
b.  apathy [�±S�7L]  author [�2h7�] 
 pithy [�S,7L]  ether [�Lh7�] 
 Dorothy [�GcU�7L]  breathy [�EUH7L] 
c.  sleuth [VOXh7]  oath [�87] 
 labyrinth [�O±E,U,Q7]  hyacinth [�KD,�V,Q7] 
 beneath [E��QLh7] 
d.  seethe [VLh']  scythe [VD,'] 
 smooth [VPXh']  loathe [O�8'] 
 breathe [EULh']  bathe [EH,'] 
  
 The examples in [23b] and [23d] illustrate a situation which would be impossible in 
Old English but which parallels the intervocalic and word-final distribution of the other 
spirants we have discussed above: [V��]��I��Y] (see [21b-c] above).  
 Consider now the initial situation. Unlike in Old English, it looks as if both spirants 
can also occur at the beginning of the word, as illustrated in [24].  
[24]  
a.  think [7,1N]  therapy [�7HU�SL] 
 thimble [7LPEOC]  thrive [7UD,Y] 
 thorn [72hQ]  thick [7,N] 
b.  this [',V]  those ['�8]] 
 thither [�','�]  thus ['¡V] 
 they ['H,]  them ['HP/'�P] 
 the ['�/'Lh] 
 
 Although formally both fricatives are found initially, there can be no doubt that the 
words in [24a] are very different from those in [24b]. The voiceless spirant appears in major 
class words, such as nouns, verbs and adjectives, whereas the voiced one is to be found in a 
small number of pronouns, adverbs, and the definite article, which are jointly referred to as 
function words. The difference between the two classes is that the former group is open-
ended, while the latter one is restricted to a dozen or so words. Note that there is not a single 
noun or verb which begins with ['], e.g. *['H,QW], *[ 'U±PS] are not potential words of 
English. Even if it is possible to find occasional pairs of words differing in the voicing of the 
initial interdental spirant (e.g.  thy ['D,] - thigh [7D,]), the general absence of the  voiced 
spirant from the initial position can hardly be an accident. Note that with the other spirants we 
have no difficulty in supplying words belonging to the same grammatical class but differing 
in the initial consonant, be they nouns such as fine [ID,Q] - vine [YD,Q], or verbs such as sip 
[V,S] - zip [],S]. Also it is worth noting that while the voiceless spirant can be followed by 
another consonant, e.g.: throng [7Uc1], thwart [7Z2ht], the voiced spirant can only be followed 
by a vowel. In sum, then, we conclude that the voiced interdental spirant is only marginally 
tolerated initially in Modern English. On a more general level, we see that the Modern 
English pairs of voiced and voiceless spirants show different phonological properties. These 
can be appreciated by considering not only pairs of words differing in some sound or other, 
but by inspecting the factors which condition the appearance of segments and their 
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combinations with other segments. In subsequent chapters we will have occasion to extend 
and enrich these considerations. 
 
 1.6 Summary 
The common sentiment that words consist of individual sounds in linear order, with one 
sound following the other, is reflected in the linguistic concept of segmentation. This entails 
the conviction, or assumption, that larger linguistic units can be chopped up into independent 
segments. We have seen that segments can be exchanged and the process of replacement may 
produce different words (pet-pit-bit-bed-bad-bat...). In this sense the mechanism of 
replacement supports the segmentability of speech and the everyday intuition that there are 
such objects as independent sounds which can be combined to make up words. Most of this 
introductory chapter has been devoted to showing that this view is in serious ways inadequate. 
 Cases can easily be found which undermine the notion of segmental independence. 
Very often the appearance of a specific sound is strictly connected with the neighbouring 
sounds or with the position within a word. Voiceless plosives in RP are aspirated or not 
depending on what precedes and follows, and thus the “independence” of, say, [WK] is curtailed 
by its having to be followed by a stressed vowel and not preceded by a consonant. The 
“independence” of the vowels [D] and [$] in Muskerry Irish is seriously restricted by the 
consonants which flank them. Similarly there are factors which control the distribution of 
laterals in RP or the voicing of fricatives in Old English. Sounds can thus be seen primarily as 
somewhat artificial results of the segmentation procedure rather than as independent units 
which can be strung together to make up words. The independence of the front [D] in the 
Muskerry Irish word meaig [P¨DJ¨] ‘magpie’, or the velarised lateral in he English word help 
[KH�S] is illusory since in the particular environment the low vowel in Muskerry Irish must be 
front and the lateral in English must be velarised. These properties of the two sounds are 
totally dependent upon the context. 
 A certain conflict or contradiction emerges from our discussion so far: on the one hand 
we see that sounds appear to be independent because they can be replaced by other sounds. 
On the other hand they appear to be inseparably linked with the environment. This is one of 
the issues that we will need to resolve. At the very least, however, segmentability of speech 
must be viewed with caution (or suspicion). In the next chapter we will see that the notion 
sound which we have been using in its everyday sense must be regarded linguistically as a 
complex structure. 
 

1.7 Suggested further reading 
The principles of phonetic transcription are laid out in the Handbook of the International 
Phonetic Association (1999). This book also contains a brief phonetic description of over two 
dozen languages where the principles of transcription are put to use and tested. 

On abstract and concrete sounds see also Jones (1939). 
 The literature on alternations is vast and almost invariably linked to a specific 
theoretical framework. Kilbury (1976) offers a survey of the area, while Lass (1984: Chap. 4) 
is a much more succinct summary. The relevant parts of Fischer-Jørgensen (1975) and 
Anderson (1985) are very much worth consulting, but a beginner might find them difficult to 
follow. 
 Data on RP English phonetics can be found in most textbooks, e.g.: Jones (1975) or 
Gimson (1994), and in the standard pronouncing dictionaries of Wells (1990) and Jones 
(1997). For Icelandic aspiration and sonorant voicelessness see Einarsson (1945), Kress 
(1982) and Gíslason & Þráinsson (1993); for Muskerry Irish consult Ó Cuív (1944); for Old 
English see Campbell (1959), Mitchell and Robinson (1992) or Hogg (1992). 
 


